Bears

Review Key Words

strong  having a lot of power
        or strength
short   not tall; small
big     large; not small
legs    parts of the body that
        help us walk and stand

Write a Prediction

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

Read the Story

Bears are big animals. They have big heads. They have big feet. Bears are very strong animals. They have short legs. They can kill a man with one hit. Bears have little ears. They have little eyes. They do not see well. Bears have long fur. A grizzly bear has brown fur. A polar bear has white fur. A black bear has black fur. Cubs are baby bears.

Cold Timing Score: _____  Final Timing Score: _____
Answer the Questions

1. What color is a grizzly bear?  
   a. brown  
   b. black  
   c. white  

2. What is a baby bear called?  
   a. a polar  
   b. a cub  
   c. a grizzly  

3. What parts of a bear are big?  
   a. feet and head  
   b. ears and eyes  
   c. nose and fur  

4. What part of a bear is very strong?  
   a. ears  
   b. eyes  
   c. legs  

5. Name one thing bears cannot do well.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Number Correct: _______

Write a Retell of "Bears"

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Number of Words Written: _______